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Stress and Deformation Analysis in Base Isolation
Elements Using the Finite Element Method
In Modern tools as Finite Element Method can be used to study the behavior of elastomeric isolation systems. The simulation results obtained
in this way provide a large series of data about the behavior of elastomeric isolation bearings under different types of loads and help in
taking right decisions regarding geometrical optimizations needed for
improve such kind of devices.
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1. Introduction
The study of the laminated elastomeric isolation bearings began in 1949 when
Haringx was the first who treated the bearing as an equivalent column with a constant cross section area, homogeneous and isotropic material, and an equivalent
height that included the rubber layers and steel shims. From Haringx theory, the
P–∆ effect on the influence of horizontal stiffness of the bearings under an axial
compressive loading was studied. In the last 30 years different type of isolating
and dissipation devices was developed. In 2000 year, another theory suggested a
macroscopic model to study the mechanical behaviors and the stability analysis of
multilayer elastomeric isolation bearings. In 2007 was started the investigation
about tension buckling and related of that with compression buckling in the multilayer elastomeric bearings.
Obviously the most studied phenomena is represented by detachment of the
rubber from the steel or steel yielding. Therefore, it is necessary an accurate
knowledge of the global characteristics and behavior of the device under maximum
lateral displacement with various boundary conditions.
To estimate the performance of the multilayered laminated rubber bearings in
order to find the optimum design, the usually method consisting in data obtained
from expensive tests on prototypes or full scale devices.
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Another possibility is to use numerical procedure like the finite element
method for predicting the behavior and performance of rubber damping device. In
this paper will be presented results obtained by the FEM together with conclusions
regarding the behavior of elastomeric bearings.
Today, elastomeric dumper is the most used isolator all over the world; they
are in buildings, bridges and other civil structures. This new design technology has
considerable potential in preventing earthquake damage of structures.
The isolation system reduces the effect of the horizontal components of the
ground acceleration by interposing structural elements with low horizontal stiffness
between the structure and the foundation. This gives the structure a fundamental
frequency that is much lower than both its fixed-base frequency and the predominant frequencies of the ground motion.
Most recent examples of isolated buildings use multilayered laminated rubber
bearings with steel reinforcing layers. The structure of composite elements consisting in thin layers of natural or synthetic rubber bonded to steel plate. Therefore,
the laminated elastomeric bearing has very high compression stiffness while retaining the characteristic low shear stiffness of rubber.
The isolation system does not absorb the earthquake energy, but deflects it
through the reinforced parts of the system. The main advantage of this solution
consist in: compact construction, long lasting non-degradable materials, easy to
manufacture, no moving parts, reliable.
2. Analytical considerations
Elastomeric rubber bearings have finite vertical stiffness that affects the vertical response of the isolated structure. The vertical stiffness, kv, of an elastomeric
rubber bearing can be obtained using the following formula:
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vertical load;
vertical displacement;
compression modulus of elastomer;
cross sectional area of the bearing;
number of elastomeric layers;
thickness of each layer.

Also some approximations have been proposed for calculating the compressions modulus, the most acceptable expressions for circular bearings is presented:
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where:
K bulk modulus
S shape factor, defined as the ratio of the loaded area to the bonded
perimeter of a single rubber layer.
For a circular bearing of bonded diameter Ø and rubber layer thickness t, the
shape factor is given by:
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Horizontal stiffness can be inferred by the expression:
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horizontal load;
horizontal displacement;
shear modulus of elastomer.

3. FEM analysis
The three-dimensional representation of analyzed geometry and a sketch of
that contain the main dimensions is represented in figure 1.

Figure 1. Sketch and 3D view of the sectioned bearing
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The first stage in a FEM analysis is represented by mesh creation of and assignation of correct material properties for all parts. Then it’s necessary to verify
the contact regions between parts, assign the boundary conditions and set the
analysis parameters. Below a few parameters used for mesh creation are presented.
- Mesh type: Standard mechanical
- Mesh method : Hexahedral dominant method
- Number of nodes: 143515
- Number of elements: 36051

Figure 2. Meshed bearing
Boundary condition assignation scheme: Fixed support applied on base plate.
The vertical force distributed on upper plate representing the weight equivalent 2
[t]; the horizontal component are mapped as bearing load. This load tool applies a
variable distribution of force to one complete cylinder. The value of this load is
similar to vertical load: 2 [t] (arrows on graphs). Type of analysis is static with
nonlinear effect, and in addition can see the force convergence graph.

Figure 3. Von Mises stress - overall (max. 16.537 MPa)
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Figure 4. Convergence graph

Figure 2. Von Mises stress distribution in the base plate (max. 0.511 MPa)

Figure 6. Von Mises stress distribution in upper plate (max. 8.6082 MPa)
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Figure 7. Von Mises stress distribution in the rubber volume (max.1.81 MPa)

Figure 8. Von Mises stress distribution in the 1st slide plate (max. 8.396 MPa)

Figure 9. Von Mises stress distribution in the 2nd slide plate (max. 15.709 MPa)
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Figure 10. Von Mises stress in the 3th slide plate (max.16.078 MPa)

Figure 11. Von Mises stress in the 4th slide plate (max.16.537 MPa)

Figure 12. Von Mises stress in the 5th slide plate (max. 14.047 MPa)
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Figure 13. Von Misses stress in the 6th slide plate (max. 9.1114 MPa)
Total deformations of every component of laminated elastomeric bearing are
represented in figures 14-21.

Figure 14. Total deformation in the base plate (max. 3,28e-5 mm)

Figure 15. Total deformation in the upper plate (max. 1,8655 mm)
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Figure 16. Total deformation in the 1st slide plate (max. 0,15788 mm)

Figure 17. Total deformation in the 2nd slide plate (max. 0.473)

Figure 18. Total deformation in the 3rd slide plate (max. 0.7769 mm)

Figure 19. Total deformation in the 4th slide plate (max.1.086 mm)
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Figure 20. Total deformation in the 5th slide plate (max. 1.3943 mm)

Figure 21. Total deformation in the 6th slide plate (max. 1.7062 mm)

4. Conclusion
The analysis of stress and deformations in elastic bearing elements used in
seismic isolation by means of Finite Elements Method analysis relive the critical
points in/on the rubber or steel elements. In our study the maximum value of
stress is obtained on the fourth slide plate nearly to the exterior edge in the middle
of elastomeric volume. This value is an intrinsic result of frictional behavior between the elastomeric volume and steel plate.
The plates are "welded" inside the rubber volume and have a different mode
of response regarding loads. In order to reduce the stress value it is necessary to
adopt different shapes for the two base and upper plates. The authors concern on
the design and manufacturing of a new, innovative bearing, with a different shape,
in order to reduce the stress between the elastomeric volume and the plates and
to avoid in this way the appearance of gaps between this two types of constitutive
elements.
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